
What has been the collaboration with The Link and was there a favorite part/story?

A group of us at Robert Half MN wanted to get more involved in the community immediately following

the death of George Floyd. Over the past year, we have donated nearly $8,000 (between employee

donations and our corporate match/grants). Our team also volunteered at the supplies drive in Apple

Valley, the furniture making session, a meal prep drive and donated a round of gift cards.

What would be your dream project be with The Link in the future?

We would love to speak to the youth served by The Link on career path options with or without

college. Our staffing experts can share the latest job trends, provide interview tips, review resumes,

conduct mock interviews and much more to help them prepare for the workforce. In addition to those

sessions, we love volunteering our time by getting out into the community and we hope to participate

in person soon. We are happy to serve wherever there is the greatest need at the time. Our Robert Half

team is committed to supporting The Link for many years to come. 
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Tell us a little about your organization/business

and how you got connected to The Link?

Founded in 1948, Robert Half is the world's first

and largest specialized staffing firm with more

than 400 locations around the globe. Robert

Half is a company with purpose: To help people

find meaningful employment and businesses

identify the talent they need to succeed.

Additionally, being a socially responsible

corporate citizen and an active participant in the

communities where we operate is a cornerstone

of our company's mission statement. 

Our local Robert Half team got involved with

The Link through my personal relationship with

Megan Voronyak. We grew up together in

Eagan, MN and have been lifelong friends. We

both share a passion to serve and help our

community so it was a natural partnership.
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